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ABSTRACT

In the context of the stochastic quantization we propose factorized

approximate solutions for the FoiUcer-Planck equation for the XY and Z spin

systems in D dimensions. The resulting differential equation for a factor

can be solved and i t i s found to give in the limit of t •* *> the mean field

or, in the more general case, the Bethe-Peierls approximation.
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The stohfistic quantization procedure has received much attention

2) ~\)lately as a general theoretical frame to study the thermodynamics of

field theory, and also because it is a useful one to deal with numerical

simulations . In addition.it can be conceptually compared with the

Monte Carlo computations where the thermodynamical equilibrium is reached in

the limit of an infinite number of iterations. It is interesting therefore

to see how results or approximation schemes vhioh are usual in the standard

partition function formulation are obtained in the stochastic formalism (see

for instance Eef.6 on the derivation of the reduced models ).

As is well known one introduces an t;xtra time variable t and an

evolution equation containing random forces. One can use a probability distri-

bution which is time dependent and obeys the Fokker-Flanck equation, giving in

the t •+ <= limit the equilibrium probability distribution . The variables

of this distribution are of course the field variables on the lattice, on the

sites or Pci the links, depending on the theory at hand.

In this letter we study the evolution equation for spin systems in the

simplifying assumption that at least from a given time on the probability

distribution factorizes, each factor depending only on a single site variable

or on a group of variables of a cluster of neighbouring sites.

Our result is that, witn Lhe assumption of factorization, the Fokker-

Planck equation for a factor gives in the t -+ °° limit a probability distri-

bution which coincides with the mean field one in the case of site by site
8)

factorization, or more in general with the Bethe-Peierls distribution when

factorization in clusters of sites is assumed.

Let us notice that the assumption of a factorized probability distri-

bution is not a priori equivalent to a mean field-like approximation, since

the latter also requires a particular functional form of each factor. We

study explicitly the examples of the XY model and the Z^ (clock) spin

systems in D dimensions. In the first case the stochastic formalism can be

written down immediately for the unconstrained variables (the phs.««sU J1*'

the Z,, models the stochastic quantisation is not completely straightforward.

As noticed by Parisi , it is necessary to convert the discrete spin rarialles

into continuous degrees of freedom which will obey a Langevin equation.

We first discuss the XY model which illustrates the procedure in a

simple way. ¥e tiien discuss the ising nodel In some detail, .generalising

afterwards -to the Z_ spin model. Finally we extend the discussion to the

case where a factorization in clusters is assumed.
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In the stochastic version of the XY model the probability distribution

satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation

t) =

where t is the auxiliary time to be taken to infinity 1)

CD

is the phase

of the spin defined on the site n of a hypercubical lattice and {6}

denotes a spin configuration. H is the XY model Hamiltonian given by

On
(2)

where the sum extends only over nearest neighbours.

As we said before we approximate the solution of Eq,(1) by a factorized

expression

P({9],t) * V
(3)

2_rr^ t) - b__P/ *)

where k1 refers to the nearest neighbours to k.

This can also be written as

(A

(61

(7)

which can be interpreted as the stochastic quantization of a single degree

of freedom with an effective Hamiltonian

•A (8)

where each factor is normalized

'V

In order to obtain a differential equation for P(8 , t ) we replace (3) in the

Fokker-Planck equation and integrate over a l l the Q ' s except one (say n = k) ,

The left-hand side of Eq.(l) then becomes:

V

The solution of Eq.(T) for t is then

(9)

A and B are to be computed self-consistently, i.e. they are given

A = 2 D

= -2 \ (10)

(5)

When we do the same on the right-hand side of Eq,(l) the only term

which contributes in the sum over al l lattice sites is the one with n « k.

Then we end up with the differential equation

where the averages are taken with tin weight give-i in (9). ""'e recognize in

(9)> together with the prescription of Eq.(lO), t.ie mean field probability

distribution. Actually both equations yield the same result and only the

modulus of the external f ield H * «/A + B i s determined rad given by

M = lAiiifM)/!0(2HfM) -where IQ 1 are Bessel functions.
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It..is not immediate to carry out this computation for the Islng model.

As we mentioned tefore, since the spin variables are discrete it is not

possible to write down a Langevin equation for them. Instead It is necessary

to perform a Gaussian transformation

£ =*
(lla)

(HI,)

and in terms of the continuous field ^ the magnetization M

given by

M ; <t4\> •
(12)

Here and in Eqs.(ll) there is an explicit sum over repeated indices. JJosf

the Langevin equation for the scalar field is

(13)

where ri^t) is a Gaussian random force satisfying

(Ht)

The matrix V cannot be taken just as a nearest neighbour interaction,

because in this case it is not positive definite and the Gaussian trans-

formation is not defined. A way out of this! problem is to define V to be

a. for i = J, 1 for i,j nearest neighbours and zero otherwise.' The piece

Ctd. . is irrelevant since S = 1 .

From Eq.(l3) we see that it is convenient to work with the linear

combination

(15)

which satisfies the equation

% =-CL(SK t ('%'

-t
(16)

Here we wrote explicitly the form of V; i' runs over the nearest

neighbours of i and similarly i" runs over the nearest neighbours of i'.

Consequently i|i. appears not only in the firs I, two tei-uu. cf the equation

but also in the double sum.

We can now vrite the Fokker-Planck equation for the probability

distribution p( i|i) ,t). Let nr notice that since in t.ljv Ijangevin equation

tne random force appear.-, not only on the site i. but also on its;

neighbours the diffusion matrix present - in the Fokker-Planck equation will

not be diagonal . However since we are proposing a factorised probability

distribution the differential equation we obtain for the factor P̂ i*. ,t),

once we integrate Bq.{l6) over all the ^.'s except ij , is simply

. *) - •+

-(2b*a?) -±l((l-fe,)}\ • (17)

C is a constant to he determined self-consistent ly and given formally by

C - 2b
(18)

Here the averages are taken with respect to thi probability distribution which

is the solution of Eq.(lT) at large times

(19)

where h is the effective action

% (20)
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It is easy to find that

' /A,

and besides from Eq.(12)

M -- -

(21)

(22)

Combining these two equations M is determined self-consistently by

M = -j\ Ml (23)

Notice that since we treat the path integral (lib) in an approximate way by

assuming a factorized solution of the Fokker-Planck equation the equivalence

of it with the Ising model expression (lla) is.in general,lost and indeed

the arbitrary constant O, appears in the final result Eq.(23). However

if in Eq.(llh) we take the limit A -+ » the original expression (lla) is

Vrecovered since we get for every site

for $. = ±1 and then In chB V., if ->
i lk k •i Vik V

- 1 which is maximum

Therefore any

approximation in this limit will be an approximation for the Ising model.

Taking the limit in Eq.(23) we obtain the mean field equation.

What we did can easily be generalized for the case of the Z spin

model. The Hamiltonian is

% • {2k)

^ *«(?** 4*'^
V)

(26)

It is easily seen that in the limit fX. •* » the continuous field $ - {p cosS,

psin6) becomes a Z variable p - 1,0 = — ~ .

Proceeding like before and assuming a factorized probability distri-

bution in terms of

X - (27)

w« get the equation

(28)

where the effective Hamiltonian is

U 9 )

As before the vector C is ::Kl.r-ransif.teiitly deti-r-mlncd by

( 3 0 )

in — -* . , A. =O,.,.,N-1, By performing thewhere s'. = [cos ~ * ±, ̂  „
Gaussian transformation (as "before V.v contains a diagonal term p. &. i

we can write the partition function

2

and in terms of $ the magnetization M i s

(25)

• ) Notice t h a t in t h i s l i m i t ip, •+ a $ . ,

-7-

This gives the equation for the magnetization

As we discussed previously we take the limit /a, + •

mean field result.

-8-
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Finally, one can include short range correlated fluctuations by

assuming i for instance *>Tor the XY model that

- T/ P({$1 , *) (32)

where c denotes a cluster of neighbouring sites. From the Fokker-Planck

equation we get an equation for p{ {6} ,t) which gives for t -* •»

A/ tKpf—k(\e\.\) (33)

where the effective Hnmiltonian is given by

WjJ

In this formula (i,j) means a pair of neighbouring sites belonging both to the

cluster, (j ) denotes the sites which have n, j* 0 neighbours outside the cluster.
J

A.,B. have to be determined self-consistently and are expressed as expectation
0 J

values

A = m.
V I

This gives the Bethe-l'cierls approximation

(35)

8)
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